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FOREWORD

Outstanding academic teacher, the conference thus used of Pogge's extensive network of students, friends to bring together experts from Britain, the United States to investigate the cultural vein Wilhelminism and Edwardianism. Most of the versions of papers presented at the Oxford contributors, I should like to thank a number of helped to make this conference a success. Jane Green, Ross McKibbin, Nick Stargardt (all Park, Richard Evans (both Cambridge), Niall Magee, Mass.), Volker Berghahn (New York), (Munich), and Bernhard Gißibl (Mannheim) far debates during the conference and offered The expert advice and critical comments on made by James Retallack (Toronto) and Keith were extremely helpful. Special thanks to accurate and diligent work in preparing the accurate and diligent work. The successful cooperation Oxford University Press dates back many in numerous volumes for which I would contribute. Thanks to Anne Ashley, who retired in 2006, Denk Geppert and Robert Gerwarth edited this volume, and I should thanks to them.

Andreas Gestrich
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